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LEVEL

N

F

DEGREE
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NC C CODE

1

AGENCY CLASS F CAT ON

BCS CODE
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D SPOS T ON DATE

341

LOCAT ON OF OFFENSE

245(C)PC

N/B HIGHWAY 49 @ DORSEY DRIVE

GOC

MOD F ER 1

MOD F ER 2

COURT

MOD F ER 3

COURT DATE

JUDGE
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2
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LEVEL
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COURT DATE
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COMMENT

VICTIMS
ENTRY NO

2

NVOLVEMENT

NAME LAST, F RST, M DDLE

VI
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HOME ADDRESS

MA L NG ADDRESS

129 S AUBURN ST GRASS VALLEY CA 95945
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D2
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COMMENT

SUSPECTS
ENTRY NO

1

NVOLVEMENT

NAME LAST, F RST, M DDLE

SU

SHEEHAN, ANTHONY REED

HOME ADDRESS

MA L NG ADDRESS

OLD MILL RD NORTH SAN JUAN CA 95960
EMPLOYER

EMPLOYER ADDRESS

HOME PHONE
DOB

OCCUPAT ON

CELL PHONE
AGE

SEX

DL NUMBER

RACE
DL ST

JUV

ETH

OTHER PHONE

HE GHT

SSN

WE GHT

FB D

HA R

EYES

STATE D

POB

EMPLOYER PHONE
RES DENCY

C T ZEN

LOCAL

GANG DENT F CAT ON

D1

D2

CA
COMMENT

PROPERTY
ENTRY NO

1

NVOLVEMENT

TYPE

E

28

SER AL NUMBER

MAKE
QUANT TY

MODEL
COLOR

COLOR

OAN

REF NO

EV DENCE

Y
DESCR PT ON

CUSTODY STATUS

BWC FOOTAGE
COMMENT

NARRATIVE

On 4/9/19 at approximately 0711 hours, I responded to a report of a subject that fled the ER during treatment and was
now walking on the freeway. I responded to Highway 49 just south of Dorsey Drive for an area check. I was updated
that there were multiple reporting parties regarding the male who was wearing grey pants and no shirt.
I arrived in the area and was doubled with Reserve Officer Bossi. He informed me that the male was near the fence on
the east side of the freeway and attempting to jump the fence onto 400 Idaho-Maryland. I updated dispatch and circled
around the freeway via Dorsey Drive on and off ramps.
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I arrived at 400 Idaho-Maryland but the subject (now reported by dispatch to be (SU) Anthony Sheehan ) was back on
the freeway and in the road near number two (slow) lane. He was waving his arms above his head at traffic in an
aggressive manner. I advised responding units that Sheehan was still on the freeway. Officer Herrera arrived to contact
him on the freeway and requested additional units as Sheehan was about to jump over to the other side of the freeway.
I was advised by dispatch to respond code three to Officer Herrera.
I responded code three from Idaho-Maryland at the n/b Highway 49 on ramp. I arrived on scene within 30 seconds. As I
exited my patrol unit I heard my Axon body camera activate and I saw Officer Herrera holding his Taser. I saw Sheehan
on his stomach in the number one (fast) lane. Officer Herrera began handcuffing Sheehan. I checked the handcuffs and
double locked them for him. I could see a Taser cartridge on the ground and the wires going to Sheehan' s upper torso. I
could see blood coming from Sheehan' s face as he lay on the ground. He was snoring and appeared to be unconscious. I
requested medical assistance respond code three. Officer Herrera told me Sheehan had come towards him with a rock
in hand that was now on the ground. I relayed this information to dispatch as well.
Other officers and CHP arrived on scene. The freeway was completely shut down for approximately five minutes before
one lane was opened for travel. The SNMH ambulance and firefighters arrived on scene and had Sheehan transported to
the SNMH. Officer Bossi rode in the ambulance to the SNMH for precautionary measures.
I collected the rock, Taser wires, and Taser cartridge. I later collected the probes and remaining wire at the SNMH after
medical assistance removed them. These were later provided to Officer Herrera and Evidence Technician Speegle for
additional documentation and booking.
I completed a 5150 W&I hold for Sheehan. It came to my addition by the medical staff that Sheehan was brought in by
family due to erratic behavior. He had fled the ER prior to receiving a CT scan as he was having possible recent seizures.
Due to the totality of this incident it appeared he met criteria for a mental health hold. I provided the form to the ER
and cleared after speaking with the crisis worker.
Disposition:
Closed
Copy to DA
>See supplemental reports for further details
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SUPPLEMENT INCIDENT REPORT
CASE NUMBER
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G1901078

1

CASE TYPE

CAD EVENT NUMBER

129 S. AUBURN ST

ASSAULT - A

GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945
(530) 477-4600

REPORT NG OFF CER

REPORT DATE

SPE02 - SPEEGLE, SHELBY M 04/09/2019

INCIDENT
LOCAT ON

DATE

T ME

129 S AUBURN ST GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945 US

04/09/2019

09:30

PREM SE NAME
BEAT

JUR SD CT ON

GVPD

STATUS
WORK FLOW STATUS

APPROVAL

APPROVAL DATE

APPROVED

KIM01 - KIMBROUGH, ODELL DANIEL

04/10/2019

PROPERTY
ENTRY NO

2

NVOLVEMENT

TYPE

E

28

SER AL NUMBER

MAKE
QUANT TY

MODEL
COLOR

COLOR

OAN

REF NO

EV DENCE

27

Y

DESCR PT ON

CUSTODY STATUS

EVIDENCE PHOTOS (27 PHOTOS)
COMMENT

NARRATIVE

GVPD CASE #G1901078
Prepared by Evidence Technician Speegle
April 09, 2019 @ 0930 hours
SUMMARY:
On April 9, 2019 Ofc. Blake requested I take photographs of the rock, taser probes and cartridge. I
used the Department issued Nikon D3100 camera to take the evidence photos. I used a grey L scale
to photograph size and proportions of the rock. I photographed all sides of the rock. I photographed
the weight of the rock as 943.83 gm. I then photographed the probes with the wires, then close ups
on the tips of the probes. I photographed the cartridge with the wires and a close-up of the serial of
the cartridge. All these photographs were uploaded to evidence.com as item E-2.
DISPOSITION:
>Closed.
>Copy to DA.
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SUMMARY:
On the above date and time, Officer Blake was dispatched to the area of Highway 49 and Dorsey Drive. It was
reported a male patient had fled the ER and was last seen walking on Highway 49. Per dispatch, the patient
was last seen walking down from Dorsey Drive onto the S/B Highway 49 onramp, and proceeded down the
embankment towards the freeway. The patient was described as a WMA with long gray hair, no shirt, and
hospital pants. Dispatch also provided the male patient' s name as, Anthony Sheehan. It should also be noted
that multiple RP' s called NCSO dispatch and reported a male subject on the Freeway.
Moments later, Officer Blake arrived to the area and requested a cover officer. Officer Blake radioed that
Sheehan was walking on the Highway near the Idaho Maryland Rd on/off ramp.
I traveled northbound onto Highway 49 from the Bennett Street on ramp and seconds later located Sheehan
standing on the northbound shoulder. Sheehan was standing next to the guard rail adjacent to the Dorsey Dr
overhead exit sign.
As I stopped my vehicle, I noticed Sheehan had began walking into the number 2 lane directly in front of
oncoming vehicles. At this time, Sheehan moved into the number 2 lane in front of an oncoming vehicle.
Sheehan proceeded to raised his left arm in a aggressive manor at which time, I noticed he was holding a
large gray rock in his left hand. As the vehicle approached Sheehan, he attempted to hit a passing vehicle with
the rock. As the vehicle approached Sheehan, it slowed down and swerved to the left in an attempt to avoid
hitting him. When the vehicle passed Sheehan, it was approx. 3 feet from him. I exited my patrol vehicle and
activated my overhead emergency lights.
After exiting my patrol vehicle, I shouted at Sheehan twice telling him to get off the freeway. Sheehan ignored
my commands and proceeded walking in a westerly direction crossing over both northbound lanes of traffic.
During this time, passing vehicles almost struck Sheehan. I then began carefully moving across lanes 2 and
into lane 1. While crossing the Highway, I continually looked back to see if there were any approaching
vehicles coming towards me and also focusing on Sheehan' s actions. Sheehan continued moving west to the
center of the Highway and stopped at the concrete median divider. I immediately radioed dispatch and asked
them to send addition police officers for assistance. When Sheehan was at the concrete divider, he turned
south in my direction and began walking briskly between the median divider and solid yellow line. Sheehan
continued walking away from the median in a southerly direction into the number 1 lane towards me. I noticed
his arms were down to his sides and he was still holding the large rock I had seen in his left hand upon my
arrival. The large rock was gray and appeared to be twice the size of his hand as I could see about 2 inches of
the rock protruding out from both sides of his hands. ( The rock was later collected as evidence and
photographed. The rock was about 7 inches long and about 3 inches wide. The rock also weighed
approximately 2.07 pounds ). As Sheehan approached me, I had already drawn my Taser (# X29000R0M) and
held it out in the ready position. As Sheehan was moving briskly towards me, I told him approx. six times to "
drop the rock." When I started telling Sheehan to drop the rock he was approx. 30 feet away from me. When
Sheehan was approx. 15 to 20 feet away from me, I began slowly retreating backwards as I feared Sheehan
was going to throw or assault me with his large rock. When Sheehan was approx. 10 to 12 feet from me, he
raised his left arm and hand over his head in a threatening manner. Sheehan clearly took an aggressive
posture and it appeared to me Sheehan was about to throw the large rock at me.
At this point, I feared Sheehan was close enough to cause me harm with the large rock, therefore I deployed
my CEW (Taser) aiming it at Sheehan' s torso, below the heart. Immediately after deploying the Taser,
Sheehan stopped and fell face down onto the pavement. When Sheehan was on the ground, I advised
dispatch that I had deployed my Taser and requested a supervisor to respond to the scene. While Sheehan
was laying face down on the pavement, I approached him and instructed him to place his hands behind his
back. Sheehan did not respond or comply. Based on Sheehan's bazaar and unpredictable behavior , he was
placed in handcuffs. As I came up on Sheehan, I grabbed his left arm and placed it behind his back and began
handcuffing him. Officer Blake had arrived on scene and assisted me with handcuffing both of Sheehan' s
hands behind his back. Seconds later, other GVPD officers had arrived on scene at which time I placed
Sheehan onto his side. When Sheehan was on his side, I noticed he was bleeding from his face. It appeared
Sheehan was injured due to the fall and was bleeding from his mouth and nose. Corporal Johnson later
interviewed Sheehan and took several photos of his injuries, as noted above and additional laceration. See his
supplemental report for those details.
During this time, medical aid was dispatched to my location. While Sheehan was on his side, I could hear him
breathing heavily and noticed his eyes were closed and he was not speaking. Moments after Tasing Sheehan,
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medical aid arrived on scene and began treating Sheehan. After about 5 minutes, medical aid transported
Sheehan to SNMH ER for treatment and observation.
After Sheehan was taken away from the scene in an ambulance, I followed them to SNMH ER. Upon my
arrival, I noticed Corporal Johnson also arrived at the ER and took several photos of Sheehan' s injuries and
attempted to obtain a statement from him.
After leaving the ER, I returned to GVPD where Officer Blake gave me custody of the rock, Taser probes, and
Taser cartridge. After obtaining custody of the collected evidence, I had GVPD Evidence Technician, Shelby
Speegle photograph the listed evidence. After Speegle photographed and weighted the rock, I booked all
three evidence items into evidence.
My contact with Sheehan was video recorded with my Axon BWC, which I later uploaded into Evidence.com.
While back at GVPD, Officer Devon Bossi also searched our GVPD system for all the law enforcement contact
with Sheehan. He later provided me with 13 call for service involving Sheehan. I read them and noted
Sheehan had been arrested. One of his arrests was for drunk in public, resisting or delaying a police officer in
the course of his duties, threats/resisting a police officer, drug possession, a weapons/brandishing call where
Sheehan was listed as an involved party. Also several traffic stops where Sheehan was listed as the driver.
The calls for service were scanned and attached to this report. In addition, Officer Bossi assisted me with
possessing and packing the evidence.
DISPOSITION:
Copy to DA.
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identified as Anthony Sheehan) was walking south on the freeway towards Idaho Maryland. I heard Officer Herrera
arrive on scene and he advised he would be " Out with" Sheehan. At this point, I had already started to drive towards
the scene to assist as needed. As I entered the freeway heading north bound from Bennett Street, I heard Officer
Herrera advise on the radio that Sheehan was running into traffic, across the freeway, and he was in the median.
At this time, I activated my emergency lights on my vehicle and began a " Traffic Break" for the northbound Highway 49
traffic near the Idaho Maryland Exit. I looked up the freeway and I could see Officer Herrera standing in the middle of
the number one traffic lane. I heard Officer Blake then advise that they needed medics to respond to the scene for
treatment. After slowing down the northbound traffic, I passed the stopped traffic and continued to Officer Herrera and
Officer Blake.
Upon arriving at their vehicles, I could see that Officer Herrera and Officer Blake had (Sheehan) a white male adult,
wearing only sweat pants, handcuffed and lying on the ground, face down. I approached them and saw that Sheehan
was bleeding from the head area. Officer Herrera advised me that Sheehan had " Came at him with a rock" and Officer
Herrera deployed his tazer.
I bent down to help assess Sheehan. I could hear Sheehan was having labored breathing. Officer Herrera and I rolled
Sheehan onto his right side, at which point I could see an injury to Sheehan' s nose, which is where the majority of the
blood from his head was coming from. Upon rolling over Sheehan, I also saw a very large rock, approx. three inches by
three inches by six inches in size, lying under Sheehan' s left arm.
Knowing that Sheehan had been tazed, and he had a sustained a facial injury, I grabbed hold of Sheehan' s head, holding
it in a " C-Spine" position. I know the " C-Spine" position is a medical term used to stabilize a subject' s head and neck, to
prevent movement, and exacerbate any injuries that may have happened to the head or neck. I also maintained control
of Sheehan' s head to monitor his breathing and responsiveness. While holding his head, I advised Sheehan " This is the
Police" and I told him to relax. I asked him several times to respond and asked if he could hear me, but he never
verbally responded.
I maintained control of Sheehan' s head the duration of him being on the ground, until medics arrived. Upon their
arrival, Sheehan was picked up off of the ground and placed onto a gurney to be transported to the hospital. The scene
was cleared and I went back to duty.
At approx. 1400 hours, I learned that Sheehan received brief treatment at Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital, after he
was transported from the highway. It was discovered that Sheehan had a " Brain bleed and a facial fracture." I was
advised that Sheehan was transported to Mercy San Juan hospital in Charmichael, CA. I was asked to research who had
transported Sheehan to the Hospital initially for treatment, prior to GVPD' s involvement, and find the reasoning for him
being transported.
Through research within the Calls For Service log that the NCRDC logged, a name and phone number was obtained. The
name was that of " Bay," who was later identified as Bay Sheehan, Anthony Sheehan' s daughter, and a phone number
was left. Phone contact was attempted with the phone number, which went to voicemail, and a message was left.
I researched within the RMS and found previous calls for service with the Bay' s name. I found and address and a home
phone number. At approx. 1504 hours, I made a phone call to the residential phone number and recorded the call with
my Axon Body Camera. I made contact with Ginger Wilson, who identified herself as Bay' s mother (And the mother of
Anthony Sheehan' s children). I asked Ginger if Bay was present and I heard Bay in the background as Ginger advised
that Bay was there.
The following is a summary of my conversation with Ginger and Bay - (See body camera recording for full details):
I asked Ginger and Bay if they knew the reason for me calling. They advised me that they did not know what was
happening with Sheehan. I asked them to tell me what they did know. Bay spoke up stating that she and Ginger had
picked up Sheehan from his friend' s house and took him to the hospital this morning at approx. 0530 hours. Bay said
Sheehan is currently homeless and he often " Couch Surfs at friend' s houses." Bay said Sheehan had been acting
strange and they feared that Sheehan may have suffered another seizure. Bay said they dropped off Sheehan, and later
learned that he had fled from the ER, ran onto Highway 49, and the " Cops caught him there." Neither Bay nor Ginger
knew what happened to Sheehan after that.
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I told them both that Sheehan had sustained an injury during his detention, to which he was taken back to the hospital
for, and later transported to Mercy San Juan Hospital.
I asked both Ginger and Bay some clarifying questions about Sheehan and his medical and mental health status. Ginger
informed me that Sheehan has a history of " Seizures" and he has had a similar incident in June of 2017, where Sheehan
had a fought with Law Enforcement after having a seizure and Sheehan was arrested. Bay stated also that Sheehan had
a seizure while driving, she believed this was in September of 2017, and Sheehan crashed his vehicle and had to be air
lifted to the hospital.
I asked Ginger and Bay to describe Sheehan' s behavior before they took him to the hospital. Ginger stated approx. on
Sunday, they feared that Sheehan had suffered another seizure, due to a drastic change in his behavior. She said on
Sunday, Sheehan was being delusional, claiming that people were trying to burn him and shoot at him, and he claimed
he was seeing elephants on the walls. She said Sheehan had picked up a metal bedpan from within the room he was
staying in, and was hitting the walls and hitting objects inside the room. Ginger said when they tried to take the bedpan
away from him, he became aggressive and assaultive towards them. Ginger said Sheehan had even tried to strike them
with the bedpan.
Ginger continued that Sheehan was still not acting normal during the day on Monday, and she talked about taking him
to the hospital with their children. Ginger said Bay is the oldest at years old and she has been doing a lot of work to
get Sheehan the medical and mental health help he needs. She has been arranging his doctor' s appointments and
taking him to the doctor for treatment. She said Sheehan would not otherwise take care of himself. Ginger said as of
Monday night, they had decided it was time to take Sheehan to the ER for treatment, and they took him in this
morning.
I concluded my conversation with Ginger and Bay. I advised them that I would check into the current status of Sheehan
and I would call them back to advise them what I could.
As of 1630 hours on today' s date, I only know that Sheehan is seeking further treatment at Mercy San Juan for his
injuries. At this time, I was also aware that Detectives Hooper and Lovelady had obtained a search warrant to obtain a
blood sample from Sheehan, and they were driving to Mercy San Juan to execute the warrant.
An update to Sheehan' s medical status and update to Ginger and Bay will be documented in a later supplement, when
that information is learned.
Disposition:
Copy to original
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SUPPLEMENT INCIDENT REPORT
CASE NUMBER

SUPPLEMENT NUMBER

G1901078

4

CASE TYPE

CAD EVENT NUMBER

129 S. AUBURN ST

ASSAULT - A

GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945
(530) 477-4600

REPORT NG OFF CER

REPORT DATE

HOO02 - HOOPER, BRIAN

04/10/2019

INCIDENT
LOCAT ON

DATE

T ME

129 S AUBURN ST GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945 US

04/10/2019

11:39

PREM SE NAME
BEAT

JUR SD CT ON

21

GVPD

STATUS
WORK FLOW STATUS

APPROVAL

APPROVAL DATE

APPROVED

JOH03 - JOHNSON, STEVE VICTOR

04/11/2019

PROPERTY
ENTRY NO

8

NVOLVEMENT

TYPE

SW

42

SER AL NUMBER

MAKE
QUANT TY

MODEL
COLOR

COLOR

OAN

REF NO

EV DENCE

N
DESCR PT ON

CUSTODY STATUS

LEGAL BLOOD DRAW FROM SHEEHAN

RELEASED

COMMENT

TO BE SENT TO VALLEY TOXICOLOGY FOR ANALYSIS.

NARRATIVE

On 4-9-19 at approximately 1904 hours, I served SW 4761, (Blood draw for Sheehan) signed by
Judge Sloven at Mercy San Juan hospital. Phlebotomist Koyo Lin responded, and took a legal blood
sample, (Two vials) from the right ankle of Sheehan. The samples were secured in a Valley
Toxicology box and later booked into GVPD Evidence for future analysis. A copy of the warrant was
left with Sheehan's property.
Case Dispo:
To original report.
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SUPPLEMENT INCIDENT REPORT
CASE NUMBER

SUPPLEMENT NUMBER

G1901078

5

CASE TYPE

CAD EVENT NUMBER

129 S. AUBURN ST

ASSAULT - A

GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945
(530) 477-4600

REPORT NG OFF CER

REPORT DATE

NOR02 - NORVELL, JR., DALE

04/10/2019

INCIDENT
LOCAT ON

DATE

T ME

129 S AUBURN ST GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945 US

04/10/2019

12:26

PREM SE NAME

GVPD
BEAT

JUR SD CT ON

21

GVPD

STATUS
WORK FLOW STATUS

APPROVAL

APPROVAL DATE

APPROVED

JOH03 - JOHNSON, STEVE VICTOR

04/11/2019

NARRATIVE

WI - Bay Sheehan
WI - Ginger Wilson
SU - Anthony Sheehan
On April 9, 2019 at approx 1924 hours, I made a phone call to Ginger Wilson to give her an update
on the medical status of Anthony Sheehan. I had learned from Detective Hooper that the search
warrant for a blood draw had been exicuted and was given a brief medical update. At the time of my
call, Ginger did not answer her phone, and a voicemial was left to call me back.
On April 10, 2019 at approx 1215 hours, I again called Ginger and spoke to her. Ginger informed me
that she had not yet heard of the medical status of Anthony and she did not specifically know where
he was being treated. I again told Ginger that Anthony was being medically treated at Mercy San
Juan hospital. I also provided Ginger details of the incident that had occured the previous day. I told
Ginger after Anthony had fled from the Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital, he was found on the
freeway of Highway 49, holding a rock, and was attempting to strike passing vehicles with the rock. I
told Ginger when Officers arrived and attempted to make contact with Anthony, he approached the
officers raising the rock at them in an "Attack" like fashion. I told Ginger that a tazer was deployed to
subdue Anthony and receivd a facial injury after falling to the ground. He was taken back to Sierra
Nevada Memorial Hospital, then transported to Mercy San Juan for further treatment.
Ginger stated that she had heard that Anthony was "Tazed," but she did not know anything about the
rock. She said Anthony must have been halucinating again. Ginger also told me in the mornig hours
of today's date, Bay Sheehan received a phone call from Anthony. Ginger said that Anthony was not
making much sense during the phone call and that he was asking Bay to "Get him out of there."
Ginger asked what was going to happen to Anthony when he was released because she heard he
could have some "Legal issues." I told Ginger that a charge was being filed against Anthony for
assaulting an officer and that he would likely have a court date in the future.
I asked if Bay was available to talk, Ginger told me she was not currently home. I asked Ginger to
relay the information I had told her, she stated she would.
Disposition:
Copy to original
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SUPPLEMENT INCIDENT REPORT
CASE NUMBER

SUPPLEMENT NUMBER

G1901078

6

CASE TYPE

CAD EVENT NUMBER

129 S. AUBURN ST

ASSAULT - A

1904090019

GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945
(530) 477-4600

REPORT NG OFF CER

REPORT DATE

JOH10 - JOHNSON, JAMES RU 04/09/2019

INCIDENT
LOCAT ON

DATE

T ME

N STATE 49 HWY / DORSEY DR , GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945

04/09/2019

07:11

PREM SE NAME
BEAT

JUR SD CT ON

23

GVPD

STATUS
WORK FLOW STATUS

APPROVAL

APPROVAL DATE

APPROVED

KIM01 - KIMBROUGH, ODELL DANIEL

04/15/2019

PROPERTY
ENTRY NO

9

NVOLVEMENT

TYPE

E

28

SER AL NUMBER

MAKE
QUANT TY

MODEL
COLOR

COLOR

OAN

REF NO

EV DENCE

Y
DESCR PT ON

CUSTODY STATUS

AXON BWC FOOTAGE AND PHOTOS
COMMENT

NARRATIVE

On 04/09/19 at approximately 0711 hours, GVPD units were dispatched to the area of Highway 49 and Dorsey
Drive. It was reported that a male patient had fled the ER and was last seen walking on Highway 49. Per
dispatch, the patient was last seen walking down from Dorsey Drive onto the S/B Highway 49 onramp and
proceeded down the embankment towards the freeway. The patient was described as a WMA with long gray
hair, no shirt, and hospital pants. Dispatch also provided the male patient' s name as, Anthony Sheehan.
Officer Blake arrived on scene and advised responding units that Sheehan was last seen walking on Hwy 49
near the Idaho Maryland Road on/off ramp. Dispatch had also advised responding units that Sheehan was
seen waiving his hands above his head in an aggressive manner at passing vehicles while in the number 2
lane.
Officer Herrera advised dispatch that he had arrived on scene at was out with Sheehan on Hwy 49 and
needed additional units. Moments later, Officer Blake advised over the radio that he was on scene with Officer
Herrera and that a Taser was deployed.
Upon my arrival medics were on scene and were evaluating Sheehan who was in handcuffs laying face up on
the pavement. I observed one Taser probe in Sheehan' s right shoulder and the other in his right hip area just
below his belt line. I observed a one inch laceration above Sheehan' s right eye and blood coming from
Sheehan' s mouth. It was determined that the injuries he sustained were from a secondary impact. Sheehan
was loaded onto a gurney and transported via ambulance to the SNMH. Once at the ER, the handcuffs were
removed from Sheehan and he was placed in soft restraints.
The Taser probes were by removed by hospital staff and collected for evidence.
I attempted to speak to Sheehan and question him regarding his actions that led up to be being tased. While
questioning Sheehan, his responses were unintelligible and his words were extremely mumbled. I was unable
to obtain a statement from Sheehan.
Due to Sheehan running in and out of traffic and his actions leading up to our involvement, Officer Blake
remained on scene and completed a 5150 W&I hold on Sheehan leaving him in the care of SNMH and CSU
staff.
Disposition
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